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The directed-energy R&D site at the Sary Shagan proving ground includes ground-based lasers
that could be used in an antisatellite role today and possibly a BMD role in the future.

The Soviets have openly discussed their
plans for ambitious planetary exploration in
spite of their apparent decision not to match
US lunar expeditions. In 1992, the condition
for a launch to Mars will be favorable, and the
Soviets are considering a manned expedition
to that planet at that time. They have stated
that the recent manning of the SALYUT space
station for increasingly longer periods of time
is to simulate the time it would take to conduct a Mars mission. This timeframe also
coincides with the 75th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution and with the b00th anniversary of Columbus' discovery of the New World.
Such an expedition would add great prestige
to the Soviet Union and would further demonstrate the capability of its space technology.
Military Space Systems. Soviet space systems dedicated to military missions include
satellites that perform reconnaissance, missile-launch detection and attack warning,
command and control, anrl nSA1' oplcnrliorrs.
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merchant shipping. Four such satellites were
launched in 1984, two of which were of the
same type (RORSAT) that crashed in 1978, one
spreading radioactive debris across northern
Canada.

The Soviets have recently employed a new
radar-carrying satellite system. Designed for
mapping ice formations in polar regions, thesc
satellites will greatly enhance the ability of thc
Soviet Navy to operate in icebound areas. Tht'
system can be used to aid in the navigation ol'
northern sea routes to assist in moving navirl
ships from construction yards in the westcrn
USSR to new ports in the Pacific.
The launch rate of satellites to geostationary orbits has risen in recent years. ln tht'
period 1974-78, one to two launches pcr .ycirr
were conducted. In 1979, thc rate incrcasctl
to five per ycar, and eight launr:hcs o(:r:rtrrcrl
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